What is conveyed by a sentence frequently depends not only on the descriptive content carried by its words, but also on implicit alternatives determined by the context of use. Four visual world eye-tracking experiments examined how alternatives are generated based on aspects of the discourse context and used in interpreting sentences containing the focus operators only and also. Experiment 1 builds on previous reading time studies showing that the interpretations of only sentences are constrained by alternatives explicitly mentioned in the preceding discourse, providing fine-grained time course information about the expectations triggered by only. Experiments 2 and 3 show that, in the absence of explicitly mentioned alternatives, lexical and situation-based categories evoked by the context are possible sources of alternatives. While Experiments 1-3 all demonstrate the discourse dependence of alternatives, only explicit mention triggered expectations about alternatives that were specific to sentences with only. By comparing only with also, Experiment 4 begins to disentangle expectations linked to the meanings of specific operators from those generalizable to the class of focus-sensitive operators. Together, these findings show that the interpretation of sentences with focus operators draws on both dedicated mechanisms for introducing alternatives into the discourse context and general mechanisms associated with discourse processing.
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Introduction
Language processing involves not only continuously integrating multiple information sources but also generating expectations about the upcoming discourse (Altmann & Kamide, 1999; Marslen-Wilson, 1973 , 1975 Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) . In this paper, we investigate the role of context-based expectations in the processing of sentences with alternative-triggering focus operators (or focus particles). Increasingly, the role of context-relevant alternatives has emerged as a central factor in both semantics and pragmatic interpretation. Consider the example in (1).
(1) Jane only has some apples.
In addition to conveying what Jane does have, (1) crucially conveys that Jane does not have any other element from some contextually-determined set of alternatives to apples. Examining discourse expectations associated with alternative-triggering focus operators like only makes it possible to separate expectations about contextuallydetermined alternatives from expectations about explicit descriptive content, which have been the primary focus of previous research. Studying how listeners use focus http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2015.02.009 0010-0277/Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
